Real Estate partner Alexander Tachmes was recently quoted in the Miami Herald about the proposal to limit alcohol sales on Ocean Drive. Miami Beach commissioners unanimously agreed to let voters decide whether to adopt an ordinance ending alcohol sales in outdoor venues at 2 a.m. instead of 5 a.m.

The proposed ordinance would affect only outdoor venues on Ocean Drive. However, the article notes Alex’s opinion, which states that “a large part of the appeal of Ocean Drive’s nightlife, particularly for those from colder climates, is the ability to have drinks outside late into the evening.”

Alex represents the Ocean Drive Association and was a key figure in the development of the 10-Point Plan, already in motion.

To read the full article, please click here.

Related News Links

- Miami Beach voters to decide whether to restrict outdoor alcohol sales on Ocean Drive
- Miami Beach Voters To Decide on Ocean Drive Alcohol Sales
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